Abstract Deposits of submarine turbidity currents, turbidites, commonly exhibit upward-fining grain size profiles reflecting deposition under waning flow conditions. However, more complex grading patterns such as multiple cycles of inverse-to-normal grading are also seen and interpreted as recording deposition under cycles of waxing and waning flow. Such flows are termed multipulsed turbidity currents, and their deposits pulsed or multipulsed turbidites. Pulsing may arise at flow initiation, or following downstream flow combination. Prior work has shown that individual pulses within multipulsed flows are advected forward and merge, such that complex longitudinal velocity profiles eventually become monotonically varying, although transition length scales in natural settings could not be predicted. Here we detail the first high frequency spatial (vertical, streamwise) and temporal measurements of flow velocity and density distribution in multipulsed gravity current experiments. The data support both a process explanation of pulse merging and a phase-space analysis of transition length scales; in prototype systems, the point of merging corresponds to the transition in any deposit from multipulsed to normally graded turbidites. The scaling analysis is limited to quasi-horizontal natural settings in which multipulsed flows are generated by sequences of relatively short sediment failures (<10 km long) that develop progressively up-dip and predicts pulse merging after only a few tens of kilometers. The model cannot provide quantitative estimation of merging in down-slope flows generated by axially extensive (>10 km) sequences of breaches or where pulsing arises from combination at confluences of single-pulsed flows, such flows may be responsible for the pulsing signatures seen in some distal turbidites, >100 km from source.
Introduction
Turbidity currents are a form of dilute sediment-bearing gravity flows and play a key role in the transportation of clastic sediments from continents to deep seas (Carter et al., 2012; Hughes Clarke et al., 2012; Palanques et al., 2006; Piper & Savoye, 1993; Simpson, 1982; Xu et al., 2004) . Such currents are driven by gravitational force resulting from the suspension of sediments within the interstitial fluid (Huppert, 1998; Kneller & Buckee, 2000; Middleton, 1993; Sequeiros, 2012) .
Sediments deposited from turbidity currents, turbidites, build some of the largest sedimentary landforms on the planet (Canals et al., 2004; Lintern et al., 2016; Xu, 2011) . Vertical grading patterns of deposits from individual turbidity current events reflect overpassing flow dynamics (Goldfinger et al., 2012; Hand, 1997; Ho et al., 2018; Kneller & McCaffrey, 2003; Stevenson et al., 2013) . With the assumption that sediments aggrade progressively from overpassing flows, normally graded turbidites are deposited by flows with an abrupt waxing and a progressively waning velocity structure (Bouma, 1962) . In the initial waxing flow regime, the current is weakly depositional; thus the basal layer comprises only a thin, or no, record of inverse grading (Hand, 1997) . However, vertical grain size profiles of some turbidites are much more complex, with single deposits exhibiting multiple intervals of inverse-to-normal graded sediment. These deposits are referred to as pulsed or multipulsed turbidites (i.e., Goldfinger et al., 2012; Ho et al., 2018) .
Many seismically triggered turbidites, generated at active tectonic margins, exhibit this complex vertical grading pattern (Guti errez-Pastor et al., 2013; Sumner et al., 2013) . These turbidites are interpreted as being formed by multipulsed turbidity currents with repeated waxing-waning velocity structure (i.e., Ho et al., 2018; Kneller & McCaffrey, 2003) . Repeat pulses in turbidity currents can be generated by: (i) retrogressive slope failures initiated by pulsed earthquakes whose magnitudes of seismic shaking may vary over time, or Key Points: A pulse merging phenomenon was observed in experimental multipulsed saline density currents over a wide range of initial conditions Merging lengths in prototype environments can be estimated based on a scaling analysis calibrated to experimental multipulsed flow data The mathematical model is applicable for turbidity currents generated by short, sequential breaches autogenically generated Goldfinger et al., 2012) ; (ii) shock/aftershock events ; (iii) due to the combination of multiple single flows at confluences (Ismail et al., 2016; Nakajima & Kanai, 2000) ; or (iv) variation in discharge of hyperpycnal fed turbidity currents (Mulder & Alexander, 2001) . Delay times between different seismically generated pulses can range from minutes to hours (see, e.g., Hsu et al., 2008; Lupi & Miller, 2014) . Ho et al. (2018) conducted laboratory experiments to model pulsing in denser-than-ambient gravity currents. At laboratory scale, saline flows were used as a proxy for turbidity currents driven by the suspension of fine-grained, low-settling velocity particulate material (Felix, 2002; Ferrer-Boix et al., 2015; Meiburg & Kneller, 2010) . Results from these experiments indicate that individual pulse components within a multipulsed flow inevitably merge at some distance from source, and that the longitudinal velocity structure of the flow transforms from being cyclically varying to monotonically varying with increasing time and space (Ho et al., 2018) . Therefore, up to the point of merging multiple coarsening-upward intervals might be expressed in the deposit, whose spatial separation might progressively reduce up to that point. Downstream of the merging point, deposits should be normally graded.
Here we advance the analysis of Ho et al. (2018) , to assess the scaling between multipulsed gravity current experiments and prototype environments. Such analysis is essential to assess whether the merging phenomenon should be expressed in the geological record, and if so, over what range of scales. An extensive series of lock-exchange saline flow experiments was conducted to study a complete phase space of boundary conditions, from which a robust scaling analysis was developed. This enables the first empirically grounded test of the natural scale of the merging phenomenon to be undertaken. This paper presents (i) experimental data detailing the dynamical variations of single-pulsed flows and multipulsed flows, (ii) numerical analysis of the interdependence between nondimensional parameters characterizing initial flow conditions and the merging phenomenon, (iii) discussion regarding reasonable timescales over which the generation of multipulsed flows could be possible, and (iv) examples of natural turbidite interpretations in which the analysis effectively provides a tool to estimate the spatial persistence of pulsed turbidites.
Methodology
Experiments were run in order to: (i) confirm that pulses within multipulsed flows eventually merge (across the range of boundary conditions considered) and (ii) establish a scaling analysis that links experimental and real-world merging scales.
Experimental Setup
Experimental gravity currents were developed from the lock-exchange release of a denser-than-ambient (saline water) fluid into an ambient (tap water) (see, e.g., Holyer & Huppert, 1980; Middleton, 1966) . Denserthan-ambient saline flows were experimentally modeled in a 5 m long flume with two lock boxes set up at one end which enabled the generation of multiple flow pulses in series (Figure 1a) , based upon the method of Ho et al. (2018) . The dynamics of saline flows approximate the dynamics of fine-grain dominated turbidity currents (see, i.e., Hogg et al., 2016; Islam & Imran, 2010; Kneller & Buckee, 2000) . The speed of the lock gate lift was set by a pneumatic ram at 1.0 m/s in order to minimize turbulent mixing caused by the withdraw. The timing between each gate was set by an electronic timer, ensuring experiment repeatability. Effects of returning waves upon the slumping of dense fluid in the lock boxes were minimized by deploying two overspill boxes, one at each end of the flume. Two flow pulses were dyed yellow and blue to enhance the visualization and recorded using two cameras which could be independently moved laterally in front of the flume; each camera tracked one flow component. In order to study dynamical variations of single-pulsed and multipulsed flows in details, time series streamwise velocity and density data were collected for three characteristic flows of 0.125 m lock length. Furthermore, to underpin a scaling analysis of flow merging phenomenon, a series of experiments was conducted that confirmed individual pulses in multipulsed flows eventually merge over a wider range of conditions (see section 2.2).
Single-pulsed (0 s delay time), short and long delay time multipulsed flows were modeled. Such flows of three different delay times between pulses are thought to act as proxies for natural full-scale counterparts whose delay times can range between zero and several hours (see, e.g., Goldfinger et al., 2017; Hsu et al., 2008; Lupi & Miller, 2014) . Single-pulse flows were initiated by the instantaneous release of both lockboxes.
Short delay time flows were those in which fluid contained in the second lockbox was released when the ratio between the height of that in the first lockbox and the original height had decreased to between 0.5 and 0.25. In long delay time flows, a second pulse was released after the dense fluid in the first lockbox had already fully collapsed and at that point the first pulse had traveled to a distance of 11 lock lengths. Excess density, ambient height, and flow depth in all experiments were kept at 5% (fluid density 1,050 kg m 23 ), 0.25 and 0.05 m, respectively, in order to maintain a turbulent flow condition (Re 4,000). The ratio of initial flow depth/ambient was 0.2 which approximates to real-world scale of ca. 0.13 in deep marine turbidity currents (Piper et al., 1988; Talling et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014) .
Velocity and density sampling were undertaken for three characteristic short lock length flows of L 5 0:125 m; H 5 0:25 m; h 5 0:05 m and Dt 5 0; 4; and 15 s. These three delay time settings characterize singlepulsed, short and long delay time flows, respectively. Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV) was used to capture vertical variations in horizontal velocity (Brand et al., 2016; Craig et al., 2011; MacVicar et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2017) . The ADV probe was set at 7.1 cm above the flume bed, capturing a flow depth of 2.5 cm. Both the saline and ambient were seeded with 10 mm hollow glass spheres to generate acoustic reflection. A siphoning technique was adopted to collect samples of flow fluids, using a multichannel peristaltic pump connected to an array of seven 2 mm diameter siphoning tubes, centered at 5 mm intervals to collect data from 0.5 to 4 cm above the channel bed. Samples were collected every 2 s over a period of 20 s and contained in an array of sample trays. The conductivity and temperature of each sample were measured using a Mettler-Toledo InLab 752-6 mm conductivity probe (Mettler-Toledo, 2017) . The measurements were then used to calculate excess density based on standard algorithms for brine (see, e.g., Janz & Singer, 1975; UNESCO, 1983) . Experimental data were acquired at three locations: (i) proximally to source (0.365 m), (ii) relatively proximally (0.675 m) to the point of merging, and (iii) distally from source (1.465 m) (Figure 1 distance downstream from the first lock gate at which the pulses merge, l m , plus the initial flow length (i.e., twice the lockbox length), see Figure 1b . The reduced gravity of the dense fluid is given by g 0 5 q f q 21, where q f and q denote densities of the dense fluid and the ambient. To establish a method of estimating merging length in natural settings, initial boundary conditions were systematically varied, including lock length, water ambient height, and delay time between two pulses, see Tables 1 and 2 . Flow density and initial (lockbox) height were fixed at q f 51; 050 kg m 23 and h50:05 m, respectively. In order to confirm the consistency of merging lengths observed in each experiment, a number of selected experiments were repeated so that relative errors in their resultant merging lengths were assessed (see Table 3 ); mean relative error was then calculated to confirm the repeatability of experiments. Specifically, experiments of the same initial settings were run several times to see how merging lengths vary. In total 79, experiments were conducted.
The height of the flow exiting the lockbox was proportional to h. From this, a velocity scale of the gravity current head is given by a Froude number condition (Huppert & Simpson, 1980 )
The dimensionless ratio between inertial, Uh, and viscous forces, m, (i.e., the Reynolds number) was Re54; 000. Thus, the flows were assumed to be fully turbulent and viscous affects were considered negligible.
In order to link the scales of experimental parameters to those of prototype environments, a nondimensional approach was deployed to model experimental data by using Buckingham Pi theory. The principle of the theory is that an equation describing a physical system in terms of n-dimensional parameters can be expressed by an equation of n-k parameters, where k denotes the number of unique physical dimensions involved (e.g., Buckingham, 1914; Miragliotta, 2011) . Here it is argued that the merging length, L m , over which individual pulses in multipulsed gravity currents combine, must be an unknown function of the original six unknown variables
By assuming viscous effects are negligible, equation (2) . The merging length scale is defined as the ratio between the experimentally observed merging length in each experiment, measured from the front of the first lockbox to the point of merging, and one lock length used in that experiment, see Figure 1b . Translating this to the real world, the merging length scale describes the magnitude of merging length relative to the initial dimension of the corresponding slumping breach. Total merging length is then defined by equation (2). The buoyancy scale describes flow velocity, equation (1), normalized by the velocity scale necessary for a flow to translate one lock length during the delay time Dt. The two other ratios define the scales of the flow itself and of the ambient, relatively to the lock length. The principal goal of this scaling analysis is to seek a mathematical correlation-function F, based on numerical analysis, which describes the dimensionless merging length (P 4 ) as a function of other dimensionless parameters (see equation (3) and Table 2 )
Data Fitting
When varying initial flow parameters (see Tables 1 and 2 ) the evolution of multipulsed flow fronts, and thus the merging lengths, varied significantly ( Figure 2 ). In Figure 2 , for flows of the same lock length (denoted by symbols) and ambient height (shown in each plot), pulses were seen to merge at further distances as delay times between the two lock gates increased. However, a simple correlation Table 2 Dimensionless Parameter Groupings
Dimensionless group Experimental values
Buoyancy scale, between merging lengths and any of the initial parameters is not directly observed from the raw data; it is not possible to simply visualize the variation of the data set comprising four varying parameters. Neither experimental repeatability (variability in merging length) nor the reliability of the experimental setup (variability in actual lock release delay times) can be implicated in the absence of simple correlations; relative errors of merging lengths observed in repeated experiments were insignificant (average 2.7%) and mean relative error in lock release delay times was small (average 6.21%), see Table 3 . In the absence of a simple correlation between the merging length and initial parameters, a numerical regression of the dimensionless merging length scale with respect to the dimensionless parameters characterizing initial flow conditions was conducted.
The principal goal of the analysis is to test the interdependence of all parameters. Here a log-scale transform of the data was employed P ij 5log P ij À Á for i51 to 4 and j51 to J579
to account for the possibility of nonlinear relationships between dimensionless parameters. This enabled linear regression analysis of the log-transformed data, of the form
to be conducted; where a, b, c, and d are the coefficients to be determined. A least squares method was used to minimize the vector
containing the log-transformed experimental data, P ij , collected from all J579 experiments. Here the function d j describes the differences between numerically estimated (first term on the left-hand side of equation (6)) and experimentally observed (second term on the left-hand side of equation (6)) log-transformed dimensionless merging lengths. MATLAB TM numerical nonlinear data-fitting solver, lsqnonlin, was used to find the optimal solution of (5) by simultaneously varying a, b, c, and d to find the global minima across all experiments conducted, defined by A; B; C; and D
A test of initial conditions revealed that numerical solutions were independent of the starting point chosen, suggesting a single global minimum of equation (6) (see further section 3.2). Starting points for the scalar variables a-d in the numerical minimization of equation (6) were thus set to unity. During each iteration step, the solver simultaneously varied and updated the four variables, using result obtained from a preceding iteration until the minimum least squares error was found. Optimization, using the ''lsqnonlin'' solver, employed the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (see, i.e., Fan, 2003; Marquardt, 1963) ; the iteration process was terminated at a relative tolerance point of 10 26 . To evaluate the accuracy of the data fit, relative root mean square error (RMSE) was calculated by
Results
In this section, two components of experimental data are presented: (i) a detailed description of velocity and density data that, under the studied experimental configurations to model three characteristic flows (at L50:125 m; H50:25 m; h50:05 m; and Dt50; 4; and 15 s), show the inevitability of merging of pulses within multipulsed flows of different delay times and (ii) a scaling analysis to quantitatively model such phenomenon based upon a variety of initial boundary conditions.
Flow Dynamics
In this section, the dynamics of single-pulsed, short and long delay time flows are discussed by considering three examples of characteristic flows of short lock length (0.125 m) that were modeled.
Single-Pulsed Flow
In single-pulsed flow experiments, the two flow pulses were released simultaneously. The total volume of fluid released was the same as in equivalent size and density as the multipulsed flows, but only a single front developed. The flows exhibited the waxing-waning velocity structure commonly observed in other experimental and field-based studies (Figure 3a ; Britter & Simpson, 1978; Ho et al., 2018) . The velocity maximum of the flow was located at approximately 25% of the flow height above the channel bed as has been observed in previous experimental and field-based research (Kneller & Buckee, 2000; Talling et al., 2015) .
Time series density profiles at three downstream positions show that the flow head was always denser than the body. The turbulent mixing between flow and the ambient was more pronounced at the back of the head (Figure 3a ; Sher & Woods, 2015) , consistent with the net forward advection of material into the head from the body (Kneller et al., 1999) . This process resulted in the reduction in density of the fluid comprising the flows, which is shown by the considerable change in vertical gradient in fluid density within the first 10 s of each sampling period in Figure 3a . Within the slumping phase, turbulent mixing and ambient entrainment appeared significant (Figure 3a , 0.365 m). As the flow traveled further downstream, it entrained more ambient fluid and thus flow density was generally reduced (Figure 3a at 0.675 and 1.465 m).
Short Delay Time Flow
Proximally to source, short delay time flows exhibited two separate pulses in velocity profiles; the second pulse traveled faster than the first one (Figure 3b , 0.365 m). As the second pulse was progressively advected toward the flow front, the temporal separation between two pulses was progressively reduced and the magnitudes of internal fluid velocity of two pulses became relatively comparable (Figure 3b , 0.675 m). Once the two pulses merged completely, the flow evolved in a manner similar to that of the single-pulsed flow (Figures 3a and 3b, 1.465 m) . The velocity maximum was also located at 25% of flow height as seen in single-pulsed flow's velocity profile (Figure 3b ).
The advection of the second pulse as an intrusion (Ho et al., 2018) within the first pulse is shown by an increase in flow density observed after the arrival of the flow front at the siphoning probe (Figure 3b , 0.365 m, 5-10 s). As the second pulse progressively intruded into the first pulse, two pulses progressively merged and the density profile observed is very similar to that of single-pulsed flow at the same sampling position along the channel pathway (Figures 3a and 3b , 0.675 m). The density of the second pulse was better preserved in comparison to that of the first pulse, presumably since it traveled as an intrusion into a denser-than-water ambient. As a result, the short delay time multipulsed flows exhibited a relatively thick basal layer of high density (Figure 3b, 1.465 m) .
Long Delay Time Flow
Proximally to source, two pulses of the long delay time multipulsed flows each traveled at velocity of ca. 0.1 m/s (Figure 3c , 0.365 m). As the flow evolved further from source, the velocity of the first pulse decreased significantly while the second pulse maintained a relatively high velocity (Figure 3c , 0.675 and 1.465 m). Thus, the second pulse was progressively advected toward the flow front. This is demonstrated by the reduction in temporal separation between the pulses (Figure 3c ). The ADV data show that two pulses eventually merge to form a unified flow.
Prior to the arrival of the second pulse at the sampling position, the first pulse developed a thin layer of high density (Figure 3c , 0.365 m, 0-10 s ca. 0.004 m of 3% excess density). Following the second pulse release, both pulses had relatively dense bases (i.e., excess density of approximately 3% shown in Figure 3c , 0.365 m). Further downstream from source, the dense fluid comprising the second pulse maintained a higher density than that comprising the first pulse (i.e., Figure 3c , 0.675 m, excess density 3% versus 2%), while the first pulse was significantly diluted because of ambient entrainment. The whole flow generally became diluted with increasing time and space (Figure 3c ). Time series density data also show the two pulses progressively merging as their temporal separation was progressively reduced (Figure 3c ).
Scaling Analysis
By numerically solving equation (6), a line of best fit is determined that provides the best collapse of the dimensionless experimental data, where A50:28; B50:21; C50:04; and D50:75. By inverting the logtransform of equation (5), an equation is found for the merging length scale, l m ,
The associated RMSE for this data collapse is 6.8% (see Figure 4) . However, for the dimensionless flow aspect ratios considered, equation (8) only has a weak dependence on the lockbox aspect ratio P 3 . This motivates development of a model of the merging length scale of reduced complexity that is independent of the ambient flow depth. To test this hypothesis of reduced complexity, a correlation was sought that was independent of H=L. The same minimization approach, based on least squared method, was used on the function
see equations (4-8), section 2.3.2. The optimal simplified scaling of the merging length incorporates only three dimensionless parameters, the lock box length, reduced buoyancy, and delay time, 
and its RMSE showing the deviation between experimentally observed and theoretically estimated merging lengths is approximately 7% (Figure 5) . The difference between RMSE of the original and simplified data collapses, equations (9) and (11), is insignificant-only 0.2%. Further, data fitting is insensitive to local
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variations; for A and B between 0.2 and 0.4, the RMSE resulting from any data regression changes by only 5% ( Figure 5 ). Figure 5 also shows the well-behaved character of the minimization function, equation (6), with a single global minimum in the domain A; B 2 0 . . . 1 ½ .
This suggests that when the flow aspect ratio, h=L, is small the merging length scales are independent of the ambient depth. This may be because the hydrostatic pressure driving force of shallow partial release lockbox gravity currents is, similarly to turbidity currents, mainly controlled by the excess density between the flow and the surrounding ambient (see, i.e., Bonnecaze et al., 1993; Darby & Peakall, 2012; Shin et al., 2004) . 4. Discussion and Application
Merging Phenomenon
The variations in flow dynamics of both short and long delay time multipulsed flows show that the signature of the intrusion of a second pulse within a multipulsed flow is preserved proximally to source, progressively distorted toward the point of merging and eventually shredded once pulses completely merge (Figure 3 ; Ho et al., 2018) . Multipulsed flows of both short and long delay time evolve from being repeatedly waxing-waning to monotonically waning. Therefore, beyond the point of merging, such multipulsed flows of both delay time settings evolve in a similar manner to that of single-pulsed flows of equivalent volumes of dense fluid.
The second pulse progressively intrudes into the first and they eventually merge. However, before reaching such merging points, the way in which the second pulse is advected differs between the short delay time flows and the long delay time flows. In multipulsed flows of short delay time, the first pulse quickly develops a density stratification because of ambient entrainment (i.e., Britter & Simpson, 1978; Hallworth et al., 1996) prior to the second pulse release. The vertical density profile of the first pulse's body commonly exhibits a thick basal layer of relatively high density (Figure 6a) . The second pulse then intrudes into the first at a neutrally buoyant level, vertically modulated by the velocity field within the first pulse (i.e., Ho et al., 2018) . Given that the maximum internal velocity of fluid within a turbidity current's body is always higher than the head velocity (Hughes, 2016; Kneller et al., 1999; Sher & Woods, 2015) , the second pulse, once reaching the first pulse's body, will eventually be advected toward the flow front.
In multipulsed flows of long delay time, at the second gate time, the first pulse has already traveled a significant distance away from source (c. 11 lock lengths). The remnants of the primary flow near the lockbox consist of a very thin layer that has the density of the prerelease flow. Above this thin layer, there is a strongly stratified very dilute cloud, resulting principally from flow induced mixing with the ambient at the head (although such stratification might also be attributed to turbulent mixing caused by lock gate removal, Figure 6 . Conceptual models of the intrusion of the second pulse in (a) short delay time flows (adapted from Ho et al., 2018) and (b) long delay time flows. Note: In Figure 6b , (i) the nose of the secondary pulse is lifted off the bed and (ii) the dilute cloud remnant flow from the first pulse above the second pulse.
the speed of the lock gate release was set to minimize this effect). As the height of the dense layer is much smaller compared to that encountered in the short delay time flows, the second release of dense fluid will be located much closer to, or on, the bed. Here the second pulse front is much thicker than the thin layer remnants of the first pulse and is much denser than the background density of the cloud generated by the first flow, which has negligible effect on the flow. Therefore, the second pulse forms a bore traveling on top of the thin layer (of original flow density) of the first pulse. Thus, the remnants of the first pulse act as a lubricating layer reducing bottom boundary layer drag in the second pulse (see, e.g., Ho et al., 2018) . By reducing drag, the second pulse travels faster than the first such that it is eventually advected toward the front of the flow, where internal velocity gradients control pulse merging (Figure 6b ). However, this process will take comparatively longer than the intrusion process in shorter delay flows as the near lock gate velocity field of the first pulse is negligible and thus has little effect on the advection of the second pulse.
The variations in longitudinal velocity structure of multipulsed flows should be expressed in any associated turbidites such that the deposits exhibit a progressive spatial transition in grading pattern along the flow pathway from multipulsed to single-pulsed. Thus, multipulsed turbidites are expected to be deposited proximally and unipulsed deposits distally. The vertical separation between multiple intervals of coarse grain size within any multipulsed turbidite units should progressively reduce as a consequence of reduced temporal separation between flow pulses with increasing time and space. Beyond the point of merging, unipulsed turbidites with a monotonic upward-fining grading pattern should be deposited. Thus, no inference regarding flow initiation mechanisms should be made based on the grading patterns of distal turbidites (Ho et al., 2018) .
Application of the Scaling Analysis
Assuming that the dynamics of real-world submarine flows can be approximated by saline lock-exchange flows studied in the laboratory (Ho et al., 2018) , equations (9) or (11) can be used to predict the natural merging lengths of channelized 2D flows; further, they may provide qualitative insight into merging in flows that are free to expand laterally. For simplicity, using the reduced form, equation (11), the key parameters to predict merging lengths are: the flow height (h), initial breach length (L), reduced gravity of dense fluid (g 0 ) (or flow concentration, see Table 4 for relationship between the two parameters), and delay time (Dt).
Initial axial breach length and delay time are two independent variables. Here variations and correlations of flow height and concentration are based on data from natural flow events (see supporting information).
The flow height and concentration data were collected directly from the literature (see Best et al., 2005; Chikita, 1990; Chikita & Okumura, 1990; Cooper et al., 2013; De Cesare et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 2006; Gutscher et al., 2006; Johnson & Satake, 1994; Lambert & Giovanoli, 1988; Liu et al., 2012; Mikada et al., 2006; Pharo & Carmack, 1979; Nelson et al., 2015; Talling et al., 2013; Umeda et al., 2006; Vangriesheim et al., 2009; Xu, 2010; Xu et al., 2010) ; some concentration measurements were estimated using the frictional-gravitational force balance model of Parker et al. (1987) (see, e.g., Abad et al., 2011) S5 C f 1e w 110:5Fr
where S; C f ; e w ; and Fr are channel slope, bed friction coefficient, dimensionless coefficient of entrainment, and Froude number, respectively. Friction coefficient C f was determined as 1=Cz 2 in which Chezy resistance coefficient, Cz, equals 20 (see, e.g., Abad et al., 2011, Figure 24) . Since flow height and concentration are interdependent (see, e.g., Abad et al., 2011) , a conditional probabilistic distribution was derived from the empirical data. This enabled a correlation between flow height and concentration to be estimated (Figure 7 ). Rearranging equation (11), we find that a dimensional merging length parameter takes the form
i.e., merging lengths scale with the square root of initial release length scale. Based on the quantified domains of flow height and concentration (e.g., flow height and reduced gravity terms in equation (13)) shown in Figure 7 , probability distribution and cumulative functions detailing the possibility of different values of lm ffi ffi L p , were determined using equation (13) at a fixed flow delay time (Figure 8 ).
An example calculation of merging length is laid out as follows. Assuming that initial flow height, concentration, and delay time between two pulses of a seismically triggered bipulsed turbidity currents are 200 m, 0.0315 and 10 min, respectively (see, e.g., Heezen & Ewing, 1952; Nelson et al., 2015; Piper et al., 1999) , equation (13) yields a value of normalized merging length as 166.3 m 1/2 (see Table 3 ). Approximately 59% of the sampled data has normalized merging lengths lower than 166.3 m 1/2 (Figure 8 ). By assuming that the associated axial breach length is 3,000 m, generated for example by a canyon head failure (see, e.g., Dengler et al., 1984) , the total merging length is calculated as 15,108 m. Hence, within 15 km from the point of initiation, multipulsed turbidites are expected to be deposited, and beyond, unipulsed turbidites, from which no inference of the flow initiation mechanism could be made.
The short predicted merging lengths calculated on the assumption that canyon head failure is typically associated with relatively short breach lengths contrast with the apparently common occurrence of multipulsed turbidites in active tectonic margins at much more distal locations from the continental shelfs where the depositing turbidity currents were initiated. presence of multipulsed turbidites in the Cascadia region at locations ranging from 100 to 1,000 km from channel heads. Therefore, the assumptions on initial flow conditions (i.e., flow height, concentration, breach length, and delay time), or the differences between experimental and real-world flow initiation mechanisms (e.g., sequential breaching (Goldfinger et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2017) and confluence merging ) used in the example calculation may not be plausible.
To test the sensitivity of the predicted merging length to the values of initial flow conditions a parametric analysis was conducted in which all but one of the assumed parameters shown in Table 4 were retained, and the other parameter varied. From equation (13) merging length can be seen to scale with reduced gravity to the power of one-eighth, initial flow height to the three-eighths, or initial axial length to the foureighths ( Figure 9 ). Therefore, initial axial length is the dominant control on the merging length. Varying the other three parameters within realistically broad domains does not change the merging length scale as significantly (Figures 9b-9d ).
Initiation Mechanisms of Multipulsed Turbidity Currents
Multipulsed turbidity currents might be generated due to (i) retrogressive failures in which each slumping episode results in the formation of a pulse component or (ii) combination at downstream confluences of multiple single-pulsed flows sourced from upstream attributes. The delay time between individual flow components within a multipulsed flow is then controlled by (i) the temporal separation between sequential slumping episodes, shock/aftershock events (between minutes and hours; see, e.g., Heezen & Ewing, 1952; Piper et al., 1999) or (ii) travel time differences between single-pulsed flows generated in upstream confluences upon reaching such points.
Experiments conducted to support this scaling analysis were set up to model multipulsed flows generated by short, sequential, and discrete ruptures. The fluid contained in the second lockbox in each experiment was released after the backward-propagating wave of ambient fluid generated due to the collapse of the first release had reached the front of the second lock gate. In this way, the second release was always initially higher than the current generated by the first release, and propagated as a pulse into it. When lock release delay times are sufficiently short that the backward propagating wave has not traveled a distance of one lock length by the time of the second release, there is no difference in fluid levels across the lock gate at withdrawal. In this circumstance, the dynamics of the combined flow are essentially the same as those following release of a single, combined lock, such that a unipulsed flow will be generated.
The propagation distance of the backward wave determines whether staggered dambreak releases will behave as unipulsed versus multipulsed flows. The rearward propagating wave of a dambreak collapse has a velocity dX t ð Þ=dt52 ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi g 0 h p (Shin et al., 2004) , dependent on the reduced gravity and thus concentration of the flow. A nonlinear correlation between flow height and concentration is derived from empirical data (Figure 7) . The maximum wave travel distance (Figure 10 ) that can produce a multipulsed flow thus specifies the lock length (at laboratory scales) or breach length (at prototype scales). Given the value of initially constant flow height the wave travel distance at the delay time is 5 ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi g 0 h p Dt.
In natural systems, the delay time might correspond to the interval between successive sediment failures that produce a multipulsed turbidite, or to the duration of a single triggering seismic event that directly generates a multipulsed turbidite (in the latter case, this duration may extend up to 10 min duration, see, e.g., Heezen & Ewing, 1952; Piper et al., 1999) . Assuming a delay time of 10 min and a characteristic flow height of ca. 200 m, the maximum length of each individual breach that might produce a bipulsed current is 7.5 km (i.e., a combined breach length of 15 km). The scaling analysis predicts that such short breaches should be associated with relatively short merging lengths (e.g., 15.1 km in the example cited). It follows that multipulsed turbidites produced by single seismic events should be of relatively restricted extent and that, therefore, the model cannot account for the deposition of multipulsed turbidites observed at significant distances from continental shelves (see, e.g., Guti errez-Pastor et al., 2013).
It is worth bearing in mind, however, that the scaling model proposed carries the assumptions that flows propagate on a zero gradient channel and that they originally comprised two fluid components of identical volume. Natural multipulsed flows may initiate with flow components of different volume and will propagate down sloping pathways. The same differences apply to considerations of flow merging and associated pulse development in confluence settings, with the additional restriction that, on geometric grounds, the modeled height differences (i.e., a thicker intruding flow) are unlikely be met, and that the mechanics of combination of separate flows may differ from the modeled scenario of juxtaposed axial releases. Such discrepancies between the simplified experimental model and natural setting warrant further exploration to assess whether the longer merging lengths documented in prototype settings might arise due to the effects of a more varied set of boundary conditions.
Conclusions
Data from experiments conducted to model saline multipulsed gravity currents in which initial boundary conditions were systematically varied reconfirm that multiple pulse components within a multipulsed flow must merge at some point from source provided the flows remain active. This observation implies that turbidity currents in natural settings represent one mechanism by which multipulsed turbidites can be deposited. Such deposits can persist up to the point where pulses merge; beyond that point normally graded turbidites should be deposited and no inference regarding flow initiation mechanisms is possible. An empirical scaling analysis (equations (9) and (11)) provides a tool to estimate the persistence of multipulsed turbidites in real-world environments, which suggests that initial axial breach is the key parameter that controls merging distances. Although the model can be used to predict merging distances in multipulsed turbidity currents generated due to retrogressive, discrete submarine failures of small scales (order of magnitude of less than 10 km), it cannot be directly applied to natural settings where initial breaches are extensive, on sloping flow pathways and where multipulsed flows are generated due to the combination of single-pulsed flows at downstream confluences. Multipulsed turbidites observed at extensive distances from continental shelves must have been deposited under the influence of a wider range of boundary conditions, including, but not restricted to development of flow pulses of nonequal volume, flow propagation pathways of significant slope and the combination of flows at confluences; the persistence of flow pulsing under such conditions is a topic that warrants further research.
